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 1      MS. VEST: The time is 6:19 p.m. on
 2  Wednesday, August 22, 2012, and we are now going
 3  to proceed forward with the second promulgation
 4  for tonight's hearing, which is proposed
 5  amendments to 7 Delaware Administrative Code
 6  1120, new source performance standards, by
 7  repealing section 29, which is applicable to
 8  hospital, medical, and infectious waste
 9  incinerator units.
10      As was the case with the other
11  hearing that we had earlier this evening, the
12  record should reflect that there is still no
13  members of the public here tonight to offer
14  comment.  That being said, I'm going to turn it
15  back over to Jim Snead, who has a brief
16  presentation on this proposal.
17      MR. SNEAD: Thank you, Ms. Vest.  My
18  name is Jim Snead.  I'm in the Department's
19  Division of Air Quality, and tasked with planning
20  and developing regulations associated with
21  sources of air toxics, which can also be solid
22  waste incinerators.
23      This hearing concerns the
24  Department's proposed repeal of section 29 in
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 1  regulation 1120.  Section 29 addresses the
 2  emissions from hospital, medical, and infectious
 3  waste incineration units, that are often called
 4  HMIWI units.
 5      To have assisted those attending
 6  tonight, the Department had prepared a handout
 7  that includes tonight's slides, a copy of the
 8  proposed section 29 repeal, and a listing of the
 9  20 exhibits that the Department will ask be added
10  to the hearing record.
11      Prior to 1990, the EPA had only
12  promulgated one regulation or new source
13  performance standard applicable to any solid
14  waste incinerator.  On December 23, 1971, the EPA
15  promulgated a new source performance standard
16  that was applicable to any newly built municipal
17  incinerator.  That regulation established a
18  maximum allowable emission limitation for
19  particulate matter of 0.18 grams per standard
20  cubic meter.
21      But in November, 1990, Congress
22  enacted major revisions to the Clean Air Act.
23  Congress changed many of the existing Clean Air
24  Act programs.  In some cases, such as with the
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 1  case of section 112, which addressed the public's
 2  risk for exposures to air toxics, the 1990
 3  amendment was a complete overhaul of the past
 4  program.  Congress also added new programs to the
 5  Act to address areas that Congress felt needed
 6  greater attention.
 7      One of those areas was section 129,
 8  not to be confused with our section 29, which
 9  defined how EPA should be addressing the public's
10  risk from the exposure of emissions from solid
11  waste incineration, incinerators.
12      Under section 129 of the Clean Air
13  Act, Congress directed the EPA to establish
14  numerical emission limitations, not only for
15  criteria pollutants emitted from solid waste
16  incinerators, but to additionally establish
17  emission limitations for mercury, cadmium,
18  hydrogen chloride, dioxins, and furans.
19      They directed EPA to adopt a new
20  source performance standard for newly built
21  hospital, medical, and infections waste
22  incinerators by November, 1992, and to review and
23  revise, if appropriate, each solid waste
24  incinerator standard every five years after that
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 1  standard was originally promulgated.
 2      Under section 129 of the Clean Air
 3  Act, Congress directed the states to develop and
 4  submit a section 129 plan that would regulate
 5  already-existing incinerators.  Whenever EPA
 6  promulgated a solid waste incinerator standard
 7  under 129, it would be applicable to newly built
 8  incinerators.
 9      On September 15th, 1997, the EPA
10  finally promulgated the new source performance
11  standard applicable to hospital, medical, and
12  infectious waste incinerators, under 40 CFR part
13  60, subpart Ec, which would be applicable to
14  newly built sources.
15      At the same time, the EPA published
16  a related emissions guideline to assist the
17  states in developing their section 129 plan for
18  existing sources.  The emission guideline was
19  promulgated -- was published under 40 CFR part
20  60, subpart Ce.
21      That September 15th promulgation
22  started Delaware's clock to submit a section 129
23  plan within one year.  Over the following 12
24  months, the Department determined that there were
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 1  three hospital, medical, or infectious waste
 2  incinerators in Delaware.  They were located at
 3  the DuPont Experimental Station in Wilmington,
 4  Kent General Hospital in Dover, and Nanticoke
 5  Memorial Hospital in Seaford.
 6      They drafted section 29 under
 7  regulation 1120; they drafted Delaware's section
 8  129 plan; and they conducted public workshops and
 9  public hearings.  On August 15th, 1998, the DNREC
10  Secretary approved both section 29 and Delaware's
11  section 129 plan.  And on September 17th, the
12  Department submitted the section 129 plan to EPA.
13  The EPA approved Delaware's plan on April 14th,
14  2000.
15      In 2007, the EPA completed its
16  review of the hospital, medical and infectious
17  waste incinerator regulation, and determined that
18  revisions were indeed warranted.  And on October
19  6, 2009, the EPA revised the new source
20  performance standard applicable to newly built
21  sources, and published a revised emission
22  guidelines for existing sources to assist the
23  states in their revising of their section 129
24  plans.
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 1      Once again, Delaware's 12-month
 2  section 129 plan clock started.  But this time
 3  around the Department found that the three
 4  existing sources noted earlier had shut down and
 5  dismantled their incinerators, and that no
 6  newly-built hospital, medical, or infectious
 7  waste incinerators has been installed.  Thus, it
 8  was unnecessary to revise Delaware's section 129
 9  plan.
10      So on June 17th, 2010, the
11  Department submitted a request to EPA region 3 to
12  have Delaware's section 129 plan withdrawn, and
13  on November 30th, 2010, the EPA withdrew
14  Delaware's plan.
15      The Department believes the repeal
16  of section 29 of regulation 1120 is an
17  appropriate action, since the continuance of
18  section 29 is not justified by the present
19  realities.  Namely, there are no hospital,
20  medical, or infectious waste incinerators in
21  Delaware that are subject to it, and currently,
22  the inherent requirements of section 29 are
23  outdated.
24      Should a facility want to construct
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 1  a new hospital, medical, or infectious waste
 2  incinerator in the future, such installation
 3  would be regulated under 40 CFR part 60, subpart
 4  Ec, as it was amended by EPA on October 6, 2009.
 5      The Department's proposed repeal of
 6  section 29 appeared in the Delaware Register of
 7  Regulations on August 1, 2012, along with the
 8  hearing notice for tonight's public hearing.
 9      The Department has prepared 20
10  exhibits, and requests the hearing officer to
11  include these in the public hearing record.  The
12  Department's Exhibit 1 provides a brief
13  description of the nature of each of these 20
14  exhibits.  Department's Exhibit 20 provides the
15  full presentation that was prepared to present
16  tonight.
17      The Department feels these 20
18  exhibits additionally fully demonstrate the
19  Department has met or exceeded all of the
20  statutory and departmental regulatory
21  requirements, and has provided the public
22  complete and timely information through our
23  regulatory webpage for the repeal of section 29.
24      That is all the Department has to
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 1  offer at this time, except to add that I've not
 2  received any comments or information from the
 3  public or regulated community for inclusion in
 4  tonight's public hearing record.
 5      Thank you, Ms. Vest.
 6      MS. VEST: Thank you, Mr. Snead.
 7  Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through
 8  20, as identified in the Department's exhibit
 9  booklet and as mentioned just now in Mr. Snead's
10  presentation are hereby entered into the formal
11  hearing record in this matter.
12      It should be noted that it is now
13      6:30, and there are still no members of the
14  public in attendance this evening.  So we will be
15  concluding this final portion of tonight's
16  proceedings at this time.
17      I do wish to note for the record
18  that all noticing requirements have, in fact,
19  been met by the Department concerning this
20  proposed promulgation, and pursuant to the new
21  law signed by Governor Markell last month, the
22  record shall remain open for an additional 15
23  days following tonight's hearing for the
24  inclusion of any additional public comment,
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 1  should the same come in.  Therefore, the record
 2  will formally close in this matter at close of
 3  business on September 6th of 2012.
 4      I want to thank the Department for
 5  their presentation, and this matter is adjourned.
 6      (Hearing concluded at 6:30 p.m.)
 7  
 8  
 9  
10  
11  
12  
13  
14  
15  
16  
17  
18  
19  
20  
21  
22  
23  
24  
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 1                 MS. VEST:  The time is 6:19 p.m. on
  


 2    Wednesday, August 22, 2012, and we are now going
  


 3    to proceed forward with the second promulgation
  


 4    for tonight's hearing, which is proposed
  


 5    amendments to 7 Delaware Administrative Code
  


 6    1120, new source performance standards, by
  


 7    repealing section 29, which is applicable to
  


 8    hospital, medical, and infectious waste
  


 9    incinerator units.
  


10                 As was the case with the other
  


11    hearing that we had earlier this evening, the
  


12    record should reflect that there is still no
  


13    members of the public here tonight to offer
  


14    comment.  That being said, I'm going to turn it
  


15    back over to Jim Snead, who has a brief
  


16    presentation on this proposal.
  


17                 MR. SNEAD:  Thank you, Ms. Vest.  My
  


18    name is Jim Snead.  I'm in the Department's
  


19    Division of Air Quality, and tasked with planning
  


20    and developing regulations associated with
  


21    sources of air toxics, which can also be solid
  


22    waste incinerators.
  


23                 This hearing concerns the
  


24    Department's proposed repeal of section 29 in
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 1    regulation 1120.  Section 29 addresses the
  


 2    emissions from hospital, medical, and infectious
  


 3    waste incineration units, that are often called
  


 4    HMIWI units.
  


 5                 To have assisted those attending
  


 6    tonight, the Department had prepared a handout
  


 7    that includes tonight's slides, a copy of the
  


 8    proposed section 29 repeal, and a listing of the
  


 9    20 exhibits that the Department will ask be added
  


10    to the hearing record.
  


11                 Prior to 1990, the EPA had only
  


12    promulgated one regulation or new source
  


13    performance standard applicable to any solid
  


14    waste incinerator.  On December 23, 1971, the EPA
  


15    promulgated a new source performance standard
  


16    that was applicable to any newly built municipal
  


17    incinerator.  That regulation established a
  


18    maximum allowable emission limitation for
  


19    particulate matter of 0.18 grams per standard
  


20    cubic meter.
  


21                 But in November, 1990, Congress
  


22    enacted major revisions to the Clean Air Act.
  


23    Congress changed many of the existing Clean Air
  


24    Act programs.  In some cases, such as with the
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 1    case of section 112, which addressed the public's
  


 2    risk for exposures to air toxics, the 1990
  


 3    amendment was a complete overhaul of the past
  


 4    program.  Congress also added new programs to the
  


 5    Act to address areas that Congress felt needed
  


 6    greater attention.
  


 7                 One of those areas was section 129,
  


 8    not to be confused with our section 29, which
  


 9    defined how EPA should be addressing the public's
  


10    risk from the exposure of emissions from solid
  


11    waste incineration, incinerators.
  


12                 Under section 129 of the Clean Air
  


13    Act, Congress directed the EPA to establish
  


14    numerical emission limitations, not only for
  


15    criteria pollutants emitted from solid waste
  


16    incinerators, but to additionally establish
  


17    emission limitations for mercury, cadmium,
  


18    hydrogen chloride, dioxins, and furans.
  


19                 They directed EPA to adopt a new
  


20    source performance standard for newly built
  


21    hospital, medical, and infections waste
  


22    incinerators by November, 1992, and to review and
  


23    revise, if appropriate, each solid waste
  


24    incinerator standard every five years after that
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 1    standard was originally promulgated.
  


 2                 Under section 129 of the Clean Air
  


 3    Act, Congress directed the states to develop and
  


 4    submit a section 129 plan that would regulate
  


 5    already-existing incinerators.  Whenever EPA
  


 6    promulgated a solid waste incinerator standard
  


 7    under 129, it would be applicable to newly built
  


 8    incinerators.
  


 9                 On September 15th, 1997, the EPA
  


10    finally promulgated the new source performance
  


11    standard applicable to hospital, medical, and
  


12    infectious waste incinerators, under 40 CFR part
  


13    60, subpart Ec, which would be applicable to
  


14    newly built sources.
  


15                 At the same time, the EPA published
  


16    a related emissions guideline to assist the
  


17    states in developing their section 129 plan for
  


18    existing sources.  The emission guideline was
  


19    promulgated -- was published under 40 CFR part
  


20    60, subpart Ce.
  


21                 That September 15th promulgation
  


22    started Delaware's clock to submit a section 129
  


23    plan within one year.  Over the following 12
  


24    months, the Department determined that there were
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 1    three hospital, medical, or infectious waste
  


 2    incinerators in Delaware.  They were located at
  


 3    the DuPont Experimental Station in Wilmington,
  


 4    Kent General Hospital in Dover, and Nanticoke
  


 5    Memorial Hospital in Seaford.
  


 6                 They drafted section 29 under
  


 7    regulation 1120; they drafted Delaware's section
  


 8    129 plan; and they conducted public workshops and
  


 9    public hearings.  On August 15th, 1998, the DNREC
  


10    Secretary approved both section 29 and Delaware's
  


11    section 129 plan.  And on September 17th, the
  


12    Department submitted the section 129 plan to EPA.
  


13    The EPA approved Delaware's plan on April 14th,
  


14    2000.
  


15                 In 2007, the EPA completed its
  


16    review of the hospital, medical and infectious
  


17    waste incinerator regulation, and determined that
  


18    revisions were indeed warranted.  And on October
  


19    6, 2009, the EPA revised the new source
  


20    performance standard applicable to newly built
  


21    sources, and published a revised emission
  


22    guidelines for existing sources to assist the
  


23    states in their revising of their section 129
  


24    plans.
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 1                 Once again, Delaware's 12-month
  


 2    section 129 plan clock started.  But this time
  


 3    around the Department found that the three
  


 4    existing sources noted earlier had shut down and
  


 5    dismantled their incinerators, and that no
  


 6    newly-built hospital, medical, or infectious
  


 7    waste incinerators has been installed.  Thus, it
  


 8    was unnecessary to revise Delaware's section 129
  


 9    plan.
  


10                 So on June 17th, 2010, the
  


11    Department submitted a request to EPA region 3 to
  


12    have Delaware's section 129 plan withdrawn, and
  


13    on November 30th, 2010, the EPA withdrew
  


14    Delaware's plan.
  


15                 The Department believes the repeal
  


16    of section 29 of regulation 1120 is an
  


17    appropriate action, since the continuance of
  


18    section 29 is not justified by the present
  


19    realities.  Namely, there are no hospital,
  


20    medical, or infectious waste incinerators in
  


21    Delaware that are subject to it, and currently,
  


22    the inherent requirements of section 29 are
  


23    outdated.
  


24                 Should a facility want to construct
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 1    a new hospital, medical, or infectious waste
  


 2    incinerator in the future, such installation
  


 3    would be regulated under 40 CFR part 60, subpart
  


 4    Ec, as it was amended by EPA on October 6, 2009.
  


 5                 The Department's proposed repeal of
  


 6    section 29 appeared in the Delaware Register of
  


 7    Regulations on August 1, 2012, along with the
  


 8    hearing notice for tonight's public hearing.
  


 9                 The Department has prepared 20
  


10    exhibits, and requests the hearing officer to
  


11    include these in the public hearing record.  The
  


12    Department's Exhibit 1 provides a brief
  


13    description of the nature of each of these 20
  


14    exhibits.  Department's Exhibit 20 provides the
  


15    full presentation that was prepared to present
  


16    tonight.
  


17                 The Department feels these 20
  


18    exhibits additionally fully demonstrate the
  


19    Department has met or exceeded all of the
  


20    statutory and departmental regulatory
  


21    requirements, and has provided the public
  


22    complete and timely information through our
  


23    regulatory webpage for the repeal of section 29.
  


24                 That is all the Department has to
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 1    offer at this time, except to add that I've not
  


 2    received any comments or information from the
  


 3    public or regulated community for inclusion in
  


 4    tonight's public hearing record.
  


 5                 Thank you, Ms. Vest.
  


 6                 MS. VEST:  Thank you, Mr. Snead.
  


 7    Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through
  


 8    20, as identified in the Department's exhibit
  


 9    booklet and as mentioned just now in Mr. Snead's
  


10    presentation are hereby entered into the formal
  


11    hearing record in this matter.
  


12                 It should be noted that it is now
  


13    6:30, and there are still no members of the
  


14    public in attendance this evening.  So we will be
  


15    concluding this final portion of tonight's
  


16    proceedings at this time.
  


17                 I do wish to note for the record
  


18    that all noticing requirements have, in fact,
  


19    been met by the Department concerning this
  


20    proposed promulgation, and pursuant to the new
  


21    law signed by Governor Markell last month, the
  


22    record shall remain open for an additional 15
  


23    days following tonight's hearing for the
  


24    inclusion of any additional public comment,
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 1    should the same come in.  Therefore, the record
  


 2    will formally close in this matter at close of
  


 3    business on September 6th of 2012.
  


 4                 I want to thank the Department for
  


 5    their presentation, and this matter is adjourned.
  


 6                 (Hearing concluded at 6:30 p.m.)
  


 7
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 1                 REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
  


 2
  


 3        I, JULIANNE LaBADIA, Registered Diplomate
  


 4    Reporter and Notary Public, do hereby certify
  


 5    that the foregoing record, pages 1 through 10
  


 6    inclusive, is a true and accurate transcript of
  


 7    my stenographic notes taken on August 22, 2012,
  


 8    in the above-captioned matter.
  


 9         IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my
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          1                  MS. VEST:  The time is 6:19 p.m. on

          2     Wednesday, August 22, 2012, and we are now going

          3     to proceed forward with the second promulgation

          4     for tonight's hearing, which is proposed

          5     amendments to 7 Delaware Administrative Code

          6     1120, new source performance standards, by

          7     repealing section 29, which is applicable to

          8     hospital, medical, and infectious waste

          9     incinerator units.

         10                  As was the case with the other

         11     hearing that we had earlier this evening, the

         12     record should reflect that there is still no

         13     members of the public here tonight to offer

         14     comment.  That being said, I'm going to turn it

         15     back over to Jim Snead, who has a brief

         16     presentation on this proposal.

         17                  MR. SNEAD:  Thank you, Ms. Vest.  My

         18     name is Jim Snead.  I'm in the Department's

         19     Division of Air Quality, and tasked with planning

         20     and developing regulations associated with

         21     sources of air toxics, which can also be solid

         22     waste incinerators.

         23                  This hearing concerns the

         24     Department's proposed repeal of section 29 in
                                                                  3



          1     regulation 1120.  Section 29 addresses the

          2     emissions from hospital, medical, and infectious

          3     waste incineration units, that are often called

          4     HMIWI units.

          5                  To have assisted those attending

          6     tonight, the Department had prepared a handout

          7     that includes tonight's slides, a copy of the

          8     proposed section 29 repeal, and a listing of the

          9     20 exhibits that the Department will ask be added

         10     to the hearing record.

         11                  Prior to 1990, the EPA had only

         12     promulgated one regulation or new source

         13     performance standard applicable to any solid

         14     waste incinerator.  On December 23, 1971, the EPA

         15     promulgated a new source performance standard

         16     that was applicable to any newly built municipal

         17     incinerator.  That regulation established a

         18     maximum allowable emission limitation for

         19     particulate matter of 0.18 grams per standard

         20     cubic meter.

         21                  But in November, 1990, Congress

         22     enacted major revisions to the Clean Air Act.

         23     Congress changed many of the existing Clean Air

         24     Act programs.  In some cases, such as with the
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          1     case of section 112, which addressed the public's

          2     risk for exposures to air toxics, the 1990

          3     amendment was a complete overhaul of the past

          4     program.  Congress also added new programs to the

          5     Act to address areas that Congress felt needed

          6     greater attention.

          7                  One of those areas was section 129,

          8     not to be confused with our section 29, which

          9     defined how EPA should be addressing the public's

         10     risk from the exposure of emissions from solid

         11     waste incineration, incinerators.

         12                  Under section 129 of the Clean Air

         13     Act, Congress directed the EPA to establish

         14     numerical emission limitations, not only for

         15     criteria pollutants emitted from solid waste

         16     incinerators, but to additionally establish

         17     emission limitations for mercury, cadmium,

         18     hydrogen chloride, dioxins, and furans.

         19                  They directed EPA to adopt a new

         20     source performance standard for newly built

         21     hospital, medical, and infections waste

         22     incinerators by November, 1992, and to review and

         23     revise, if appropriate, each solid waste

         24     incinerator standard every five years after that
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          1     standard was originally promulgated.

          2                  Under section 129 of the Clean Air

          3     Act, Congress directed the states to develop and

          4     submit a section 129 plan that would regulate

          5     already-existing incinerators.  Whenever EPA

          6     promulgated a solid waste incinerator standard

          7     under 129, it would be applicable to newly built

          8     incinerators.

          9                  On September 15th, 1997, the EPA

         10     finally promulgated the new source performance

         11     standard applicable to hospital, medical, and

         12     infectious waste incinerators, under 40 CFR part

         13     60, subpart Ec, which would be applicable to

         14     newly built sources.

         15                  At the same time, the EPA published

         16     a related emissions guideline to assist the

         17     states in developing their section 129 plan for

         18     existing sources.  The emission guideline was

         19     promulgated -- was published under 40 CFR part

         20     60, subpart Ce.

         21                  That September 15th promulgation

         22     started Delaware's clock to submit a section 129

         23     plan within one year.  Over the following 12

         24     months, the Department determined that there were
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          1     three hospital, medical, or infectious waste

          2     incinerators in Delaware.  They were located at

          3     the DuPont Experimental Station in Wilmington,

          4     Kent General Hospital in Dover, and Nanticoke

          5     Memorial Hospital in Seaford.

          6                  They drafted section 29 under

          7     regulation 1120; they drafted Delaware's section

          8     129 plan; and they conducted public workshops and

          9     public hearings.  On August 15th, 1998, the DNREC

         10     Secretary approved both section 29 and Delaware's

         11     section 129 plan.  And on September 17th, the

         12     Department submitted the section 129 plan to EPA.

         13     The EPA approved Delaware's plan on April 14th,

         14     2000.

         15                  In 2007, the EPA completed its

         16     review of the hospital, medical and infectious

         17     waste incinerator regulation, and determined that

         18     revisions were indeed warranted.  And on October

         19     6, 2009, the EPA revised the new source

         20     performance standard applicable to newly built

         21     sources, and published a revised emission

         22     guidelines for existing sources to assist the

         23     states in their revising of their section 129

         24     plans.
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          1                  Once again, Delaware's 12-month

          2     section 129 plan clock started.  But this time

          3     around the Department found that the three

          4     existing sources noted earlier had shut down and

          5     dismantled their incinerators, and that no

          6     newly-built hospital, medical, or infectious

          7     waste incinerators has been installed.  Thus, it

          8     was unnecessary to revise Delaware's section 129

          9     plan.

         10                  So on June 17th, 2010, the

         11     Department submitted a request to EPA region 3 to

         12     have Delaware's section 129 plan withdrawn, and

         13     on November 30th, 2010, the EPA withdrew

         14     Delaware's plan.

         15                  The Department believes the repeal

         16     of section 29 of regulation 1120 is an

         17     appropriate action, since the continuance of

         18     section 29 is not justified by the present

         19     realities.  Namely, there are no hospital,

         20     medical, or infectious waste incinerators in

         21     Delaware that are subject to it, and currently,

         22     the inherent requirements of section 29 are

         23     outdated.

         24                  Should a facility want to construct
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          1     a new hospital, medical, or infectious waste

          2     incinerator in the future, such installation

          3     would be regulated under 40 CFR part 60, subpart

          4     Ec, as it was amended by EPA on October 6, 2009.

          5                  The Department's proposed repeal of

          6     section 29 appeared in the Delaware Register of

          7     Regulations on August 1, 2012, along with the

          8     hearing notice for tonight's public hearing.

          9                  The Department has prepared 20

         10     exhibits, and requests the hearing officer to

         11     include these in the public hearing record.  The

         12     Department's Exhibit 1 provides a brief

         13     description of the nature of each of these 20

         14     exhibits.  Department's Exhibit 20 provides the

         15     full presentation that was prepared to present

         16     tonight.

         17                  The Department feels these 20

         18     exhibits additionally fully demonstrate the

         19     Department has met or exceeded all of the

         20     statutory and departmental regulatory

         21     requirements, and has provided the public

         22     complete and timely information through our

         23     regulatory webpage for the repeal of section 29.

         24                  That is all the Department has to
                                                                  9



          1     offer at this time, except to add that I've not

          2     received any comments or information from the

          3     public or regulated community for inclusion in

          4     tonight's public hearing record.

          5                  Thank you, Ms. Vest.

          6                  MS. VEST:  Thank you, Mr. Snead.

          7     Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through

          8     20, as identified in the Department's exhibit

          9     booklet and as mentioned just now in Mr. Snead's

         10     presentation are hereby entered into the formal

         11     hearing record in this matter.

         12                  It should be noted that it is now

         13     6:30, and there are still no members of the

         14     public in attendance this evening.  So we will be

         15     concluding this final portion of tonight's

         16     proceedings at this time.

         17                  I do wish to note for the record

         18     that all noticing requirements have, in fact,

         19     been met by the Department concerning this

         20     proposed promulgation, and pursuant to the new

         21     law signed by Governor Markell last month, the

         22     record shall remain open for an additional 15

         23     days following tonight's hearing for the

         24     inclusion of any additional public comment,
                                                                 10



          1     should the same come in.  Therefore, the record

          2     will formally close in this matter at close of

          3     business on September 6th of 2012.

          4                  I want to thank the Department for

          5     their presentation, and this matter is adjourned.

          6                  (Hearing concluded at 6:30 p.m.)
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          5     that the foregoing record, pages 1 through 10

          6     inclusive, is a true and accurate transcript of

          7     my stenographic notes taken on August 22, 2012,

          8     in the above-captioned matter.

          9          IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my

         10     hand and seal this 27th day of August, 2012, at
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 1                  MS. VEST:  The time is 6:19 p.m. on


 2     Wednesday, August 22, 2012, and we are now going


 3     to proceed forward with the second promulgation


 4     for tonight's hearing, which is proposed


 5     amendments to 7 Delaware Administrative Code


 6     1120, new source performance standards, by


 7     repealing section 29, which is applicable to


 8     hospital, medical, and infectious waste


 9     incinerator units.


10                  As was the case with the other


11     hearing that we had earlier this evening, the


12     record should reflect that there is still no


13     members of the public here tonight to offer


14     comment.  That being said, I'm going to turn it


15     back over to Jim Snead, who has a brief


16     presentation on this proposal.


17                  MR. SNEAD:  Thank you, Ms. Vest.  My


18     name is Jim Snead.  I'm in the Department's


19     Division of Air Quality, and tasked with planning


20     and developing regulations associated with


21     sources of air toxics, which can also be solid


22     waste incinerators.


23                  This hearing concerns the


24     Department's proposed repeal of section 29 in
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 1     regulation 1120.  Section 29 addresses the


 2     emissions from hospital, medical, and infectious


 3     waste incineration units, that are often called


 4     HMIWI units.


 5                  To have assisted those attending


 6     tonight, the Department had prepared a handout


 7     that includes tonight's slides, a copy of the


 8     proposed section 29 repeal, and a listing of the


 9     20 exhibits that the Department will ask be added


10     to the hearing record.


11                  Prior to 1990, the EPA had only


12     promulgated one regulation or new source


13     performance standard applicable to any solid


14     waste incinerator.  On December 23, 1971, the EPA


15     promulgated a new source performance standard


16     that was applicable to any newly built municipal


17     incinerator.  That regulation established a


18     maximum allowable emission limitation for


19     particulate matter of 0.18 grams per standard


20     cubic meter.


21                  But in November, 1990, Congress


22     enacted major revisions to the Clean Air Act.


23     Congress changed many of the existing Clean Air


24     Act programs.  In some cases, such as with the
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 1     case of section 112, which addressed the public's


 2     risk for exposures to air toxics, the 1990


 3     amendment was a complete overhaul of the past


 4     program.  Congress also added new programs to the


 5     Act to address areas that Congress felt needed


 6     greater attention.


 7                  One of those areas was section 129,


 8     not to be confused with our section 29, which


 9     defined how EPA should be addressing the public's


10     risk from the exposure of emissions from solid


11     waste incineration, incinerators.


12                  Under section 129 of the Clean Air


13     Act, Congress directed the EPA to establish


14     numerical emission limitations, not only for


15     criteria pollutants emitted from solid waste


16     incinerators, but to additionally establish


17     emission limitations for mercury, cadmium,


18     hydrogen chloride, dioxins, and furans.


19                  They directed EPA to adopt a new


20     source performance standard for newly built


21     hospital, medical, and infections waste


22     incinerators by November, 1992, and to review and


23     revise, if appropriate, each solid waste


24     incinerator standard every five years after that
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 1     standard was originally promulgated.


 2                  Under section 129 of the Clean Air


 3     Act, Congress directed the states to develop and


 4     submit a section 129 plan that would regulate


 5     already-existing incinerators.  Whenever EPA


 6     promulgated a solid waste incinerator standard


 7     under 129, it would be applicable to newly built


 8     incinerators.


 9                  On September 15th, 1997, the EPA


10     finally promulgated the new source performance


11     standard applicable to hospital, medical, and


12     infectious waste incinerators, under 40 CFR part


13     60, subpart Ec, which would be applicable to


14     newly built sources.


15                  At the same time, the EPA published


16     a related emissions guideline to assist the


17     states in developing their section 129 plan for


18     existing sources.  The emission guideline was


19     promulgated -- was published under 40 CFR part


20     60, subpart Ce.


21                  That September 15th promulgation


22     started Delaware's clock to submit a section 129


23     plan within one year.  Over the following 12


24     months, the Department determined that there were
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 1     three hospital, medical, or infectious waste


 2     incinerators in Delaware.  They were located at


 3     the DuPont Experimental Station in Wilmington,


 4     Kent General Hospital in Dover, and Nanticoke


 5     Memorial Hospital in Seaford.


 6                  They drafted section 29 under


 7     regulation 1120; they drafted Delaware's section


 8     129 plan; and they conducted public workshops and


 9     public hearings.  On August 15th, 1998, the DNREC


10     Secretary approved both section 29 and Delaware's


11     section 129 plan.  And on September 17th, the


12     Department submitted the section 129 plan to EPA.


13     The EPA approved Delaware's plan on April 14th,


14     2000.


15                  In 2007, the EPA completed its


16     review of the hospital, medical and infectious


17     waste incinerator regulation, and determined that


18     revisions were indeed warranted.  And on October


19     6, 2009, the EPA revised the new source


20     performance standard applicable to newly built


21     sources, and published a revised emission


22     guidelines for existing sources to assist the


23     states in their revising of their section 129


24     plans.
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 1                  Once again, Delaware's 12-month


 2     section 129 plan clock started.  But this time


 3     around the Department found that the three


 4     existing sources noted earlier had shut down and


 5     dismantled their incinerators, and that no


 6     newly-built hospital, medical, or infectious


 7     waste incinerators has been installed.  Thus, it


 8     was unnecessary to revise Delaware's section 129


 9     plan.


10                  So on June 17th, 2010, the


11     Department submitted a request to EPA region 3 to


12     have Delaware's section 129 plan withdrawn, and


13     on November 30th, 2010, the EPA withdrew


14     Delaware's plan.


15                  The Department believes the repeal


16     of section 29 of regulation 1120 is an


17     appropriate action, since the continuance of


18     section 29 is not justified by the present


19     realities.  Namely, there are no hospital,


20     medical, or infectious waste incinerators in


21     Delaware that are subject to it, and currently,


22     the inherent requirements of section 29 are


23     outdated.


24                  Should a facility want to construct
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 1     a new hospital, medical, or infectious waste


 2     incinerator in the future, such installation


 3     would be regulated under 40 CFR part 60, subpart


 4     Ec, as it was amended by EPA on October 6, 2009.


 5                  The Department's proposed repeal of


 6     section 29 appeared in the Delaware Register of


 7     Regulations on August 1, 2012, along with the


 8     hearing notice for tonight's public hearing.


 9                  The Department has prepared 20


10     exhibits, and requests the hearing officer to


11     include these in the public hearing record.  The


12     Department's Exhibit 1 provides a brief


13     description of the nature of each of these 20


14     exhibits.  Department's Exhibit 20 provides the


15     full presentation that was prepared to present


16     tonight.


17                  The Department feels these 20


18     exhibits additionally fully demonstrate the


19     Department has met or exceeded all of the


20     statutory and departmental regulatory


21     requirements, and has provided the public


22     complete and timely information through our


23     regulatory webpage for the repeal of section 29.


24                  That is all the Department has to
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 1     offer at this time, except to add that I've not


 2     received any comments or information from the


 3     public or regulated community for inclusion in


 4     tonight's public hearing record.


 5                  Thank you, Ms. Vest.


 6                  MS. VEST:  Thank you, Mr. Snead.


 7     Let the record reflect that Exhibits 1 through


 8     20, as identified in the Department's exhibit


 9     booklet and as mentioned just now in Mr. Snead's


10     presentation are hereby entered into the formal


11     hearing record in this matter.


12                  It should be noted that it is now


13     6:30, and there are still no members of the


14     public in attendance this evening.  So we will be


15     concluding this final portion of tonight's


16     proceedings at this time.


17                  I do wish to note for the record


18     that all noticing requirements have, in fact,


19     been met by the Department concerning this


20     proposed promulgation, and pursuant to the new


21     law signed by Governor Markell last month, the


22     record shall remain open for an additional 15


23     days following tonight's hearing for the


24     inclusion of any additional public comment,
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 1     should the same come in.  Therefore, the record


 2     will formally close in this matter at close of


 3     business on September 6th of 2012.


 4                  I want to thank the Department for


 5     their presentation, and this matter is adjourned.


 6                  (Hearing concluded at 6:30 p.m.)
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 1                  REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE


 2


 3         I, JULIANNE LaBADIA, Registered Diplomate


 4     Reporter and Notary Public, do hereby certify


 5     that the foregoing record, pages 1 through 10


 6     inclusive, is a true and accurate transcript of


 7     my stenographic notes taken on August 22, 2012,


 8     in the above-captioned matter.


 9          IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my


10     hand and seal this 27th day of August, 2012, at


11     Wilmington.
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